
  Demographic, Democratic, 

Compiled by Catholic Democrats 
Data source: Catholic Democrats, "2016 Presidential Election & 
Abortion Survey," July-August 2016, Q. 25 & 26. 

8. CATHOLIC CHURCH’S POLITICAL VS

 
Catholic Democrats supporters have significantly different views on the Catholic Church's political and 
moral position on abortion 
► A supermajority, 73%, believe that the Church's political position is "
► While a majority, 54%, believe that the Church's moral position is "about right"
► Results from a Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI) 
question but did not specify the Catholic Church's 
term "the Catholic Church's position on abortion" 
Democrats supporters on the Catholic Church’s Moral and Political position on abortion.  This 
suggests that the two surveys are consistent with one another.   See Note below.
 

 

 

Note: The average of the results for the Catholic Democrats
in a 2011 PRRI survey with “Too Conservative” at 57% vs. 52%, “About Right” at 37% vs. 36% and “Net About Right” at 
This suggests that the interpretation of the meaning of “the Catholic Church’s positi
the PRRI survey within the context of its most likely salient meaning, i.e. moral position vs. the political (or legal) posit
the results of these two surveys suggest that they support one another.
.  

Demographic, Democratic, and Catholic Profile of Catholic Democrats

Compiled by Catholic Democrats 
Data source: PRRI, "Committed to Availability, Conflicted about 
Morality: What the Millennial Generation Tells US about the Future of 
the Abortion Debate and the Culture Wars," June 6, 2011, see Top line 
Questionnaire, Q.24, p 13., http://www.prri.org/research/committed
availability-conflicted-about-morality-what
tells-us-about-the-future-of-the-abortion-debate
wars/#.V0IG3uQ1aQc. 

, "2016 Presidential Election & 

OLITICAL VS. MORAL POSITION ON ABORTION 

supporters have significantly different views on the Catholic Church's political and 

believe that the Church's political position is "too conservative"
believe that the Church's moral position is "about right"

ublic Religion Research Institute (PRRI) poll in 2011 – which asked a similar 
the Catholic Church's moral or political position and 

term "the Catholic Church's position on abortion" – approximates the average of the views of 
the Catholic Church’s Moral and Political position on abortion.  This 

two surveys are consistent with one another.   See Note below.

Catholic Democrats supporter survey approximates the results for Catholic Democrats 
in a 2011 PRRI survey with “Too Conservative” at 57% vs. 52%, “About Right” at 37% vs. 36% and “Net About Right” at 
This suggests that the interpretation of the meaning of “the Catholic Church’s position on abortion” may be normally distributed for the respondents of 
the PRRI survey within the context of its most likely salient meaning, i.e. moral position vs. the political (or legal) position.  To the extent this holds true, 

rveys suggest that they support one another. 
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PRRI, "Committed to Availability, Conflicted about 
Morality: What the Millennial Generation Tells US about the Future of 
the Abortion Debate and the Culture Wars," June 6, 2011, see Top line 

http://www.prri.org/research/committed-to-
what-the-millennial-generation-

debate-and-the-culture-

supporters have significantly different views on the Catholic Church's political and 

too conservative" 
believe that the Church's moral position is "about right" 

which asked a similar 
and rather used the 

approximates the average of the views of Catholic 
the Catholic Church’s Moral and Political position on abortion.  This 

two surveys are consistent with one another.   See Note below. 

 

approximates the results for Catholic Democrats in the overall population 
in a 2011 PRRI survey with “Too Conservative” at 57% vs. 52%, “About Right” at 37% vs. 36% and “Net About Right” at -20% vs. -16% respectively.  

normally distributed for the respondents of 
ion.  To the extent this holds true, 


